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Warwickshire LPC Meeting Minutes 22nd January 2019 (closed) at Citrus Hotel, Ryton-

on-Dunsmore, Coventry 

 

9.00am – Pre-meeting – LPC Officers 

10.15am – Meeting Start 

DOI: Circulated and signed 

Minutes: approved with decisions on which sections to remain open or closed. 

AOB: AM explained that he is due to film a short video tomorrow (23rd January) on helping to cure 

his Fathers diabetes with advice and support as a Pharmacist. He is not taking any medication, apart 

from statins. The NHS asked to film a short video about the good result. AM questioned whether the 

filming could be classed as LPC work, as it is a success story for Pharmacy knowledge and AM is on 

the ADEPT training course. The video will be displayed at the Diabetes Conference in February. All 

committee members in favour of this filming, and costs involved, to be used as an LPC project.  

SK explained that claims of low use of SCR has been pushed back to Bruce Warner at the pharmacy 

integration meeting – access when need to so cannot use as a measure of digital engagement. 

Health Education England say because poor engagement from community pharmacy is the last 

opportunty they are going to try and educate around community pharmacy through the Pharmacy 

Integration Fund, due to poor uptake. De Montfort University (DMU) have been tasked with the 

project in the Midlands East geography. DMU need to get decent numbers on these courses; they 

are tailored, bitesize chunks with credits. DMU are happy to visit and deliver and, also, use digital. SK 

suggested to invite the course leader to the next LPC meeting. The course deadline is December 

2020. They are also happy to break the courses down into evenings and weekends. SK explained that 

it is better if the course is linked to service as will receive an accreditation. The cost to the LPC would 

be for a training venue. People who enrol need to do at least 20 hours per month. Would need 20 

enrolments across Coventry and Warwickshire, can have more. CE commented that online access 

would be much better, like ADEPT is now. Leicester LPC are doing the courses, which are 120 credits 

for a masters, probably spending 10 hours a week over a 6-month period. CE added that is down to 

how the courses are sold to people as to whether they sign up. SK explains that the course leader is 

very understand and used to be a community pharmacist so knows the challenges. Mental Health is 

one topic being worked on. People decide their own topic area and then the course give the 

structure and framework e.g. quality improvement, respiratory. Boots in Leicester are insisting their 

Managers enrol. SK to send all details to FL to be discussed at the LPC working group meeting on 

20/02/2019. The funding runs out in December 2020, so would need to be completed by that date, 

there is currently less than 10% uptake. Members to decide on who will attend the working group 

shortly.  

CHAIR Theresa Fryer (TF) 

MEMBERS 

ATTENDING 

 

 

Sam Griffiths (SG); Satyan Kotecha (SK); Andy McKenna (AM); Bal Heer (BH) – maternity cover; Caroline Eley (CE);  

IN ATTENDANCE Fiona Lowe (Chief Officer) (FL); Zoe Ascott (ZA);  

APOLOGIES  Faye Owen (FO) Charan Kaushish (CK) – maternity leave; Deepak Lodhia (DL); Mike O’Donnell (MO’D); 

GUESTS N/A 
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Budget: Closed 

 

JH PSNC update: Closed  

External Meetings: Committee read feedback in own time. 

- FL gave a CSU update 

- Self-care – expecting a sign off and follow through from the Government.  

- There is a consultation on low value medication. 

- BGTS meter switch – not through Pharmacy. A letter has been sent to each patient asking 

them to pick their new metre up from their GP surgery. Coventry are doing the switch 

through Pharmacy, but the pharmacy engagement is poor with only 2 switches Therefore, it 

is questionable whether Pharmacy will be commissioned for any more services. BH 

commented he thinks it is based on workload. AM raised he thinks it is the opportunity to 

have a channel into the CCG, if the CSU tell them they can get 100% coverage then they are 

going to choose the CSU, but they cannot deliver either. SK added that there is the same 

issue with anything pharmacy related e.g. AF, need direct communication with the CCG so 

that they will feel no need to cultivate the CSU.  

FL explained concerns that a barrier is coming down, TF added that engagement with South 

Warwickshire CCG is difficult. SK asked why Pharmacies aren’t trying to channel efforts into 

the current services; MURs, NMS, QPS and Flu vaccines. AM added that the problem is that 

when contractors want more services nobody will want to hear it. SK added that CCG’s must 

demonstrate 25% in efficiency. FL commented that Herefordshire and Worcestershire have 

one budget for primary and secondary care. She thinks it would be a good idea to focus on 

e-discharge with the Hospitals. SK raised that he would be worried to hang his hat on these 

services as they are not paid enough but are still saving the NHS. He added what pharmacy 

do is for free. TF commented that there is no value in chasing the CCG at the moment. CE 

questioned the discrepancy in payment between pharmacists and GPs for providing the flu 

vaccine. FL explained that GPs receive extra funding for entering the data onto their 

systems. SK added that is still disproportionate.  

 

- Medicines optimisation: Look at specials 

Vitamin D – it is clear patients must buy maintenance does themselves. 

Self-care was discussed.  

STP work – set up working groups mirroring pilots – everyone from secondary care, 

community Mental Health, Community Pharmacy. 

(all documents available on BOX) 

Medicines optimisation is all about saving money.  

Canadian model discussed – deprescribing 

Mental Health big on the agenda 

Prioritised list – map patients’ pathway, look at workforce and have an honest opinion, 

Discharge/e-transfer, severe mental health. 
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- NHSE are poor at responding generally, this issue has been raised a lot around Market Entry 

queries and applications. But they have some money earmarked around discharge and/or 

South Staffs PGD model for ENT. There is a small amount of money around BP (£66,000.00) 

and £250,000.00 from April for discharge service. The discussion of DEMIRs is coming to the 

West Midlands. There is a meeting on 1st February to engage AHSN. So there is potentially 

two possibilities. CSU hold the PharmOutcomes licence. There is a big hint if someone else 

had a license it would be better for NHSE. SK raised that a Freedom of Information request 

should be made into them holding the PO license regarding costings and payments. SK 

added that CSU are attractive to NHSE – pharmacy claims through NHS finance. FL noted 

that it is now linked and automated. FL added that CHS could potentially hold the licence, or 

CPWM which would give LPCs access to dat. Warwickshire are keen on BP. If the operational 

costs can be paid for by AHSN for discharge, then there would be more of the NHSE money 

left over.  

CE asked whether the council can be made aware of issues with PO and invoicing; it is not 

breaking the VAT down – does not specify. 

Break for lunch. JH left meeting 

 

FMD: note Contractors need to be ready and cannot assume that they will not be checked up on, 

although apparently GPHC will be lenient.  

Action Log: read through and updated – shelved digital App. PharmAlarm – more relevant if/when 

get NUMSAS/DEMIRS. 

RAG: Looked at and went through –  

- Strategic Plan – needs fine tuning before sharing with other stakeholders before turning 

purple. 

- Pulling a ‘Ways of Working’ Document together. 

- 360 review on the Chief Officer is due. The Committee had a discussion on reviewing all 

members. FL to ask RM about paid Survey Monkey.  

- Discussion on Treasurer role and the theory of employing RM for the role. Committee 

decision that it is reasonable to leave and table until the next financial year.  

- Need a more detailed budget report – looking to move to SageOne, approximately £12.00 

per month. 

- Marketing will move to purple eventually. 

- Expenses to stay as Amber and wait for PSNC advice. 

- Press relations – move down from purple – LPC needs to be more proactive. Should send 

PSNC Brexit press release out to local news.  

- MP letter – SK to send letter – then move to green 

- Patients and representatives – do not do enough work with these groups.  

- Bridge building with LMC to improve ‘Other Professionals’ category but agree to look at 

other routes e.g. Federations. All members agree that pharmacy needs to be backed up by a 

heavier voice – look into areas of common interest e.g. NMS/E-rd.  

Work Plan: all members to look at and feedback by 10th February 2019. Feedback on information to 

come out, any new ideas etc.  

GP NMS Marketing work feedback:  
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- Discussion on first draft. 

- Discussion over suggested campaign headline 

- All members agree: “Fewer appointments, better outcomes” then “How can you save time 

and still support patients on new medicines” 

- All agree that “interventions” be changed to “conversations” with patients. 

- All members are happy with suggestions. 

Localities: 

FL explains how the office team are preparing a pack of information around Warwickshire 

Localities/Primary Care Networks (PCN). FL added it is a difficult task and a work in process. 

Members need to look through the pack and feedback any information that needs to be changed or 

added. CE commented that knowing the contacts and background of any locality meetings would be 

helpful so any members attending can work out what the LPC want to gain or put forward at the 

meeting. TF added looking through any previous locality meeting minutes may be helpful. Services 

will need to be included e.g. HLP, MURs, NMS, Flu. The brief is to give any person attending a locality 

meeting the confidence and relevant information on pharmacy in any particular locality. It is 

important to get the briefing correct, as the whole concept of PCN may be complicated for new eyes. 

All LPC members agree that it should always be an LPC member who attends any locality meet – not 

a Local Pharmacist from the area (as previously discussed), KR could also attend. FL raises that the 

capacity of the LPC members is questionable but could keep ‘in-house’ with KR and see how it works 

out. FL noted that Atherstone are already ahead of other areas with a PSN. LPC to look at a leaflet on 

‘What Pharmacy can do’ within the PCN, FL to look at Diabetes leaflet previously prepared.  

 

FL explained that based on sharing an office team across all 3 LPCs (Coventry and Herefordshire & 

Worcestershire) it is necessary to start looking at federated models, especially with PSNC pushing 

this direction. All 3 LPC’s need to look at the model. There would still be LPC member input, but a 

robust agreement set once yearly with a strategy for the team to work on. The 80/20% route is being 

looked at, with 80% of work being generic across the 3 LPCs. However, PCN may be different. FL is 

going to visit Surry and Sussex LPCs in March to see how their federated model works. It appears 

quite ‘top down’ not ‘bottom up’. CPWM are also looking into federated models, the LPC‘s do not 

want to end up paying money into various different pots. FL has shared the LPC workplan across the 

Midlands to see what work can be done across the whole patch to avoid duplication. FL explained 

‘G5’ – All acute Trusts across the midlands patch joining together. All LPC members agree that 

transparency is needed and raise that there is a risk that roles may prioritise their own patch. TF 

added that a scrutiny committee will need to be formed. FL to look at AHW 

(Coventry/Warwickshire/Herefordshire & Worcestershire). There should be significant cost savings 

from the removal of duplicated work. This will generate money to have a bigger team who work 

more efficiently – the idea is to reinvest the money to complete work/tasks that the LPC have no 

capacity for. FL would rather all the LPCs forward ideas into the strategy, there is a need to push and 

pitch products that customers want, and commissioning intentions are telling us what they want. FL 

added there is a lot of work that the LPC does that is generic – but would not want the LPC to lose 

their input into the strategy. AM commented that a top down approach does exist. All members 

agree to look at with special regards to member capacity.  

Federations are being pushed by PSNC and by the CCA as well. The next LPC election is in 3 years 

(2022). There are concerns that some areas are far too big, especially with the focus on localities. FL 
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added that it would be preferable to get a better view by AGM time, and then seek opinions. TF 

added that there should be a clear picture on pharmacy in general over the next few months.  

AOB: N/A 

Meeting closed: 3.45pm  

 


